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Abstract
Background:
As conservation of whole blood samples undergoing white blood cell (WBC)
differential performed by flow cytometry (Hematoflow) is needed, we evaluated

t

the effects of two commercially available fixatives, namely TransfixTM and Streck

ip

Cell PreservativeTM.
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Methods:
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We focused on 15 normal samples and on 13 various pathological samples. We
compared the two fixatives and cold- or room- temperature effects on various
parameters provided by the Hematoflow system.
Results:

m

We observed that, even after 2 hours of sample treatment, the conservative
methods led to significant modifications of the cell percentages due to substantial

te

Conclusion:

d

variations of the epitope expression.
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None of the different conservation methods is really reliable for WBC differential
performed by flow cytometry and thus samples should be analyzed promptly or

Ac

stored at 4°C.
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Complete Blood Count (CBC) and its White Blood Cell (WBC) differential
count remains one of the most useful laboratory investigations for the diagnosis
of various systemic or blood diseases. Multiparameter flow cytometry (MFC) has
recently been demonstrated as a relevant tool to replace part of the conventional
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smear microscopic review [1-5]. On this novel application, a CE (European
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Conformity)-marked cocktail of antibodies, CytoDiffTM, on a dedicated flow
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cytometric platform, HematoFlowTM (Beckman Coulter, Brea, CA), has been
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successfully integrated into the routine workflow of our laboratories [6]. In our
organizations, the flow cytometric platform cannot be kept on after the working
hours, therefore part of the analysis has to be postponed and samples have to
be stored overnight or over the whole weekend, leading to potential instability of

m

blood samples. External Quality Control (EQC) programs are essential for
reliability and accreditation of this cytometry method [7]. Also, optimized fixation

d

procedures have to be determined for whole blood samples undergoing WBC
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differential count by flow cytometry, in particular, with HematoflowTM where an
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automatic gating is now available (CytoDiffTM 2.0, Beckman Coulter) requiring
fluorescence intensity is stable within acceptable limits [8].
Up to now, different stabilizing reagents have been developed for cellular

Ac

preservation such as TransfixTM (Cytomark, UK) and Streck Cell PreservativeTM
(formerly Cyto-ChexTM, Streck Laboratories) [9,10]. Both were targeted in
different studies for many years and were evaluated either for cellular count or
marker intensity preservation [11]. Streck Cell PreservativeTM appeared as a
better alternative for preserving absolute cell count compared with Transfix,
however this latter enables a better marker intensity preservation [7,11].
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We aimed to compare the two commercial fixatives, TransfixTM and Streck
Cell PreservativeTM with our standard procedure for WBC differential count
performed by Hematoflow. The blood samples were drawn from normal samples
(n=11 healthy donors and n=4 cord bloods) and from patients (n=13, pathological
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samples) (Table 1), and analyzed on two Hematoflow platforms. Blood was fixed,
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following manufacturers' recommendations, with Streck Cell PreservativeTM
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reagent and TransfixTM storage tubes. As control, cells were also kept at room
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temperature and at +4°C. Samples were analyzed in the laboratories after 2
hours.

First, we evaluated the effect of the conservation method on key marker
expressions for the Cytodiff autogating. In the normal samples (healthy donors

m

and cord bloods), we focused on mean florescence intensity (MFI) of CD16,
CD19, CD2, CD36, and CD45 expressions on positive cell populations:

d

neutrophils, B-lymphocytes, T&NK cells, monocytes, and total WBCs respectively

te

(Figure 1). All these marker expressions were not modified when samples were
kept either at room temperature (RT) or at +4°C. However, when Streck Cell
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PreservativeTM was used, an underexpression of CD19, CD36, and CD45 was
observed on B-lymphocytes, monocytes, and total WBC, respectively. The use
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of TransfixTM led to an underexpression of CD16, CD19, CD2, and CD45 on
neutrophils, B-lymphocytes, T&NK cells, and total WBC, respectively. Therefore,
we concluded that both fixatives cause substantial variations of the epitope even
after 2 hours (Figure 1). These discrepancies were also noticed on pathological
samples (data not shown). Then, we analyzed a set of thirteen pathological

samples, which were taken from patients who had quantitative and/or qualitative
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cell population anomalies in their blood (detailed in Table 1). Although there were
no statistically significant changes, discrepancies higher than 5% were observed
on neutrophil, lymphocyte, and blast populations notably when both fixatives
were used (data not shown). Examples of CD45/SSC scattergram of a normal
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sample and a pathological sample analyzed after 2 hours of fixation are shown in
Figure 2. Of note, the major difference was seen in a sample containing both B-
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lymphoblast cells and residual normal B-lymphocytes (pathological sample 2).
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In this case, part of B-blast cells were classified as B-lymphocytes after 2 hours
of cold storage alone (22% vs 54% when stored at room temperature), whereas
upon using either Streck Cell PreservativeTM or TransfixTM the percentage of Bblasts increased after fixation (78% and 80% respectively vs 54% when stored at

m

room temperature). We also noticed on a healthy sample, that basophils were
classified as blasts upon Streck Cell PreservativeTM or TransfixTM (Figure 2). On

d

the normal samples, it can be noticed that basophils (in black) detected at room
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temperature were classified as blast (in red) when preservative solutions were
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used (Figure 2). According to our results, we concluded that, after only 2 hours,
the three conservation methods (cold storage and both fixatives) enhanced
misclassifications of cells by the Hematoflow.
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We conducted this study to determine which fixation procedures can

optimally be used on whole blood samples undergoing a Hematoflow analysis
since not all the samples can be analyzed within a single working day. We
assessed the effect of different conservation methods, including commercial
fixatives and simple cold- or room- temperature storage, on various abnormal cell

populations and on normal cell populations obtained from healthy donors, elderly
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patients, or even cord blood. Most of the previous studies, on normal blood
samples conservation, were conducted on few samples (precisely 4 to 10) [11].
Here, we analyzed not only 15 normal samples but also additional 13 various
pathological samples to cover different representative abnormal populations.
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As previously demonstrated [11,12], we found that both fixatives

ip

(TransfixTM or Streck Cell PreservativeTM) induced more antigenic modulations

cr

than the simple cold storage, notably with important gating markers used for
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Hematoflow autogating e.g. CD19 for B-lymphocytes or CD16 for neutrophils.
This effect on CD19 has to be outlined because it is labeled with PE-Texas Red
(ECD) in the CytoDiffTM reagent, which is known to be a dim fluorochrome
regularly leading to failed autogating, in particular, when pathological B-cells

m

CD19low are evaluated [6].

We therefore concluded that none of the different conservation methods

d

is really reliable for Hematoflow-based WBC differential count performed with

te

autogating software, and that samples should be ideally analyzed promptly.
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However it as to be noticed that based on the manufacturer recommendations
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Hematoflow analysis is validated up to 24 hours after blood withdrawn.
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Table 1. Characterization of the study 28 samples

71

Pathological 3

71

Pathological 4

66

Pathological 5

56

t

Pathological 2

Acute myelomonocytic
leukemia
B-cell precursor acute
lymphoblastic leukemia

ip

54

Disease
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Pathological 1

Abnormal cell
populations
-
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Normal 1
Normal 2
Normal 3
Normal 4
Normal 5
Normal 6
Normal 7
Normal 8
Normal 9
Normal 10
Normal 11
Cord Blood 1
Cord Blood 2
Cord Blood 3
Cord Blood 4

Donor’s/Patient’s
age
25
25
31
47
48
48
49
56
69
69
82
-

Myeloid blasts

Lymphoid blasts

Myeloid blasts,
Immature granulocytes
Myeloid blasts,
Immature granulocytes,
basophils
Myeloid blasts,
Immature granulocytes

m

Sample type

Primary myelofibrosis
Chronic myeloid
leukemia

Acute myeloid leukemia

Juvenile
myelomonocytic
leukemia
90
Monocytes
Reactive monocytosis
Pathological 7
87
Monocytes
Reactive monocytosis
Pathological 8
32
Eosinophils
Reactive eosinophilia
Pathological 9
42
Lymphocytes
Mantle cell lymphoma
Pathological 10
Non-characterized
44
Lymphocytes
Pathological 11
lymphocytosis
Non-characterized
23
Lymphocytes
Pathological 12
lymphocytosis
Non-characterized
52
Lymphocytes
Pathological 13
lymphocytosis
Blood was collected in 4-ml EDTA (K3) vacutainers (Becton Dickinson) from normal samples
(n=15) obtained from healthy donors (n=8), elderly patients (n=3: #9, #10, and #11), or cord blood
(n=4). Pathological samples (n=13) were taken from patients whose blood contains quantitative
and/or qualitative abnormal cell populations.
Pathological 6
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Monocytes
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Figure 1. After 2 hours of any conservation method, mean fluorescent
intensities (MFI) of CD36, CD19, CD2, CD36, and CD45 are decreased
CD16 expression on neutrophils (Ne), CD19 on B-lymphocytes (LyB), CD2
expression on T&NK cells (LyT&NK), CD36 expression on monocytes (Mo), and
CD45 expression on total WBC were analyzed after 2 hours of treatment. Fixation
methods: storage at room temperature (“No Fix RT”), cold storage (“No Fix
+4°C”), Streck Cell PreservativeTM (“streck”) or TransfixTM (“transfix”) fixatives.
After collection, whole blood was processed as follows before labeling: For
TransfixTM treated samples, 1 mL of anticoagulated blood was directly fixed in the
storage tube and mixed by 5 inversion moves and then stored at +4°C according
to the manufacturer’s recommendations. For Streck Cell PreservativeTM treated
samples, 500 µL of Streck Cell PreservativeTM were added to 500 µL of blood and
then stored at room temperature according to the manufacturer’s
recommendations. Samples were preserved for 2 hours at the appropriate
temperature before staining. Control samples (Unfixed samples) were stored
either at room temperature or at 4°C. Whole blood was labeled with the CytoDiff
cocktail (Beckman Coulter), events were acquired on an FC500 flow cytometer
(Beckman Coulter), and analyzed by CXP 2.0 software (Beckman Coulter) as
previously described [8]. Samples were analyzed in 2 centers (Creteil and
Rennes). Each center analyzed its own samples and data analysis was
performed jointly (O.W.B and M.R.). Box and Whisker plots with the 10-90
percentiles and the outliers are represented for normal (n=15) samples.
Repeated- non-parametric- continuous variables were compared using Friedman
tests and analyzed using GRAPHPAD 5.0 Prism Software (GraphPad Software,
San Diego, CA, USA). ns: non statistically significant. **p<.01 and ***p<.001.
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Figure 2. CD45/SSC scattergram is altered after 2 hours in preservative
solutions
A normal sample and a pathological sample are shown on a CD45/SSC
scattergram. Neutrophils are labeled in pink, eosinophils in orange, monocytes in
green, lymphocytes in blue, and blasts in brown (B blasts, left panel) or red (non
B non T blasts, right panel). On pathological samples #2, the % indicates the %
of blast cells found by the CXP autogating. Analyses were performed after 2 hours
of sample treatment: Storage at room temperature with absence of fixation (“No
Fix RT”) or cold storage with no fixation (“No Fix +4”), Streck Cell PreservativeTM
(“STRECK”) or TransfixTM (“TRANSFIX”) fixatives.
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